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What is SEO? 

 SEO is the process and strategy of improving the visibility of a 
website on organic search engine result pages by including 
search engine friendly elements to the website 

 Organic searches include Google, Yahoo, Bing. The goal is to 
have the website appear on the first page below the paid for 
search results 

 Search engine marketing is user-initiated, response driven 

marketing  

 Google is the largest search  

engine used, above Bing 

and Yahoo 



Two Main Functions of a Search Engine 

1. Crawl the web and index information 

Using automated robots (bots, spiders, crawlers), a search 

engine indexes each page on the web and collects 

information contained within the webpage.  

2. Provide Answers 

The information provided by the page to the bots is then used 

to serve up relevant information when a user performs a 

search 



How Search Engines Find Content and 

Keep it 

 The bots are constantly crawling the web to reach billions of 

interconnected webpages  

 Bots are software applications designed to do this at high 

speeds 

 Once these bots have found pages, they look at the code 

within them and then pass it off to an index database 

 The information is stored in massive databases which are 

recalled later in a search query by a user (when someone 

searches in Google) 

 The massive databases are contained in data centres all over 

the world – these are real places 



How Bots Work 
Search engine bots are constantly crawling the web, making note of 
new pages and content.  

They are not overly sophisticated, which is why basic html sites with 
properly built links/navigation often outrank more dynamic sites that 
use Flash and JavaScript – sometimes simpler is better 

These bots read text and links but not much else 

When a bot visits your site it: 

1. It checks for the robots.txt file for instructions 

2. It begins to crawl, following links in your site from the current 
page. It also pays attention to any level robot instructions 
(noindex/nofollow) 

3. It grabs the code it needs to (title, description, link labels, text, 
attributes) 

4. Adds to it’s index (the database) 



So What? 



SEO + Bots = Success 

 Bots look for successful SEO  

 Keywords, meta description, Alt text, etc. 

 Utilize Title Tags to your advantage 

 Create strong meta descriptions filled with keywords 

 Always use Alt text 

 Title should always be in H1 formatting 

 On Page SEO vs. Off Page SEO 

 



Getting Indexed 

Title Tags 

 The title tag appears as the clickable link on the search engine results page 

 The words used in the title are used by search engines to determine what a 
page is about 

 Place the most important keywords closer to the front of the title 

 If your brand doesn’t carry klout yet, don’t place it at the front, leave it 
for the end 

 70 characters is the maximum  

 Make sure it’s actually legible to the human eye – don’t design it for bots 



Meta Descriptions 

 While meta descriptions aren’t vital for being indexed they are an 
important factor that will affect whether people click on it in search 
results 

 The meta description is often generated (Shopify/Squarespace) based 
on the product description. Always edit the description to be more 
enticing to users 

 140 characters is the maximum 

Get The Clicks  



Alt Tags 
 Alt tags are the text that describes a picture’s content 

 Descriptive alt tags will help your image show up in Google’s 

image search 

 Alt tags are also an important accessibility factor – they 

describe your products images to visually impaired users  



Techniques: On Page 
 Permalink URLS 

 Page Title 

 Keywords 

 Alt Tags on images/multimedia 

 Page load speed 

 Outbound links 

 Title Wrapped in H1 

 Social sharing buttons 



Techniques: Off Page 
 Link building: getting quality, authoritative websites to link to your site 

 Quality Content 

 Google+ Presence 

 Business Directories 

 Social Media Interactions 

 Building an audience, building trust,  

publishing useful information that  

people want to consume 

 



What matters to Google? 

 On page – 25% 

 Content 

 
 Off page – 75% 

 Links 

Google is getting better at delivering relevant search results 

 Keyword matching is now intent matching (Ex. Keyword search 

is “Toronto Family Park” brings up “High Park”) 

 Personalization of search results for users based on their search 

history, device and location 



SEO Recipe for Success 

 Keyword Research 

 How do people search?  

 Competition level 

 On page factors 

 Page title 

 Keywords in content 

 Heading tags 

 Link building 

 Internal 

 External 

 Anchor text 

 Improved Rankings 

 Better visibility 

 Increased traffic 

 More leads/sales 



Steps to SEO Success 

1. Research and discover keywords 

2. Put keywords in the page title 

3. Put keywords in the page url 

4. Put keywords in H1 text 

5. Use keywords in the first 100 words of page 

6. Build links to your site 

7. Monitor your site traffic and rankings 

8. Stay current in SEO practices 

On Page 

Off Page 



Off Page – Inbound Links  

Build your reputation and popularity  

 Listing on subsidiary and partner sites 

 Directory listings (paid and unpaid) 

 Press release posted on press release sites 

 Guest posts on someone else’s blog 

 Reciprocal links 

 Social networking 

 Write good content on your site so people naturally link to your site 
without you having to ask 



Get spotted – Search Engine 

Advertising 

 To increase traffic to your site many companies invest in search 

engine advertising 

 This is paid promotion  

 Such as pay per click (PPC) like Google Adwords, display ads, 

video ads and retargeting ads 

 40% of marketers view search/PPC ads as the most effective 

over display ads and social advertising (eMarketer) 

 Internet ads surpassed newspaper ad spending in 2013. Now 

online ad spend accounts for 21% of ad spend, second to TV 

ad spend at 40% (AdAge) 



Google Adwords at a Glance 
 Adwords functions similar to an auction – the bigger the ad spend doesn’t 

necessarily mean the better your ad performs 

 It begins with a user Googling then selected PPC ads will be generated 
based on keywords advertisers bid on 

 Formula for getting your ad selected is – Cost Per Click (CPC) big multiplied 
by Quality Score (how relevant and useful the ad is to the user) 

 

 

 

Word Stream 



 Your ad cost is determined by dividing the ad rank of the person 
below you by your quality score + $.01 

 This determines what you will be charged every time someone 
clicks on your ad (PCP)  

Word Stream 



SEO vs. SEA  

 SEO 

 No cost 

 Vital for organic discoveries 

 Time consuming and takes time before it becomes effective 

 SEA 

 Can become expensive 

 Reach new customers you wouldn’t normally have 

 Easy to implement but based on quality score it may not be 

as effective initially  



See SEO it in Action 



Search Engine Listing Preview 



ALT Image 



Keywords in Description Copy 



Summary 

 Think like your customer – what would they type into Google? 

 Research keywords – look at competitors – utilize strong 

keywords that are commonly searched 

 Have quality content, properly written descriptions and high 

resolution images 

 Optimize content 

 Title in H1 header (if using a theme this is done for you) 

 Strong URL – make sure it’s direct and clear 

 Rewrite meta descriptions to make sure they contain 

keywords and are clear and concise 

 

 

 

 



Summary 

 Build internal links – main navigation menu, footer, sidebar, etc. 

 Include social shares and links to social platforms 

 Build Off Page connections – have directories, websites, blogs, 

etc. write and direct (click through link) consumers to your site 

 Don’t do SEO one time and think you’re done. Constantly go 

back and check your work and make edits as needed 

 When your site is indexed and organic traffic is growing 

consider the use of SEA/PPC ads  

 

 

 


